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ABSTRACT

suring test repeatability and comparability of the
results.

HERACLES is a multi-stage, sample return mission to the Moon, planned for the mid-2020s. One
of it’s key concept is the utilization of a fast, longrange lunar rover teleoperated by astronauts from
the orbital station.
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The Rover Speed Characterization for Lunar Exploration (RaCER) project is strictly connected
with the HERACLES long-range surface exploration tasks. It’s main goal is to find the real, practical performance of the teleoperated lunar rover
in different environmental and operational conditions (lighting conditions, communication bandwidth, terrain conditions and, above all, communication latency). The determination of the realistically achievable maximum speed of the teleoperated rover will allow an effective development of
the reliable mission timelines, which are currently
based on the theoretical estimations.
The whole prepared system used for the tests
consists of: Field Test Rover (FTR) – fast teleoperated lunar rover model; Rover Control Unit
(RCU) – computer allowing teleoperation of FTR;
Test Manager Station – computer allowing setting
all test parameters before each test. Additionally,
a FTR simulator has been developed, allowing
performing of virtual tests of rover sensor location, rover control system and refinement of the
Field Test Site (FTS) design.

1.1

INTRODUCTION
HERACLES mission

Human Enabled Robotic Architecture and Capability for Lunar Exploration and Science (HERACLES) described in [1] is a multi-stage, sample return mission to the Moon, planned for mid2020s, which is being prepared by International
Space Exploration Coordination Group as a part
of Global Exploration Roadmap [2]. All Heracles
missions will be based on the human-robotic partnership and their key concept is an utilization of
the Surface Mobility Element (SME) – teleoperated, long-range, high mobility lunar rover controlled by astronauts from the Space Gateway - the
new space station to be assembled in the vicinity
of the Moon[3].
HERACLES mission study assumes up to four
missions to the lunar surface. During all these
missions only one or two SME will be used. Preliminary operational reference scenario, described
in [1], assumes that during time periods, when astronauts will be not present in the Gateway, SME
will be operated by the Ground Control.

During 3-weeks long test campaign 90 tests were
conducted in a lunar analogue environment - on
the vast FTS, specially designed and prepared inside the basalt quarry.

As an optimal and most promising region for lunar long-range exploration traverses, the South
Pole region has been proposed. Especially the
Schrödinger crater, inside South Pole Aitken
Basin, and the South Pole itself, have been selected by the HERACLES study team [4]. One
of mission, on the South Polar Region, assumes
exploration in the darkness.

The paper describes FTR and RCU used in the test
campaign, highlighting the most important design
and configuration choices. Afterwards, it presents
the discussion on the test methodology, description of test scenarios and the design of FTS. Particular emphasis is placed on the methods for en-

As the distance between consecutive landing sites
in the Schrödinger crater will be significant, SME
would have to cover tens of kilometers. SME
would have to cross over the areas with boulders and rocks. To enable effective development
of the reliable mission timelines, which currently

are based on theoretical estimations, the practical maximum achievable rover speed in various
environmental and operational conditions has to
be known. The RaCER project is strictly connected with the SME long-range surface mission.
Teleoperated both from the Gateway and by the
Ground Control, traversing various types of terrain in different lighting conditions – the real,
practical performance of the teleoperated lunar
rover has to be investigated.

Characterized by different suspension, different
steering system and much lower centre of gravity
and even different size and mass than lunar rovers
(PIAP Scout R is a few times smaller than SME
is expected to be [6]), PIAP Scout R behaves differently on uneven terrain. Rover uses skid steering, which is simple and functional, but on rough
ground can dig in. Other similar rover have either
four wheels turning [7], or some hybrid of fixed
and turning wheels [8].

1.2

However, the factor which was expected to have
the greatest impact on the achievable maximum
speed of the teleoperated rover is not the physical characteristic of the rover itself, but the terrain condition and especially the operator reaction time for suddenly appearing obstacles and inequality of the ground. And this operator reaction
time results from the other factors.

RaCER project goals

The main objective of the RaCER project, is to
determine the realistically achievable maximum
speed of the teleoperated rover for lunar exploration through a number of controlled tests carried
out in a lunar analogue environment. These tests
are to establish the maximum achievable speeds
under ideal conditions (upper bound) and investigate the impact of varying environmental conditions on the actual achieved speed. The tests shall
vary the following operational and environmental
conditions:
• Lighting conditions: day, night,
• Communications
2.5Mb/s, 1Mb/s,

bandwidth:

10Mb/s,

• Communication latency: 0.5s, 5.0s,
• Terrain conditions: flat, boulders, slopes, etc.

1.3

Required simplifications

So far, rovers being used by ESA have been
designed rather for autonomous and semiautonomous operations. Hence, their properties do not allow reaching relatively high speeds.
For example, the maximum speed of ESA Lunar
Rover Model (LRM) is 0.12 m/s [5], while HERACLES architecture assumes utilization of rover
8 times faster [1].
Since the SME has not been designed yet, utilization of its model in the RaCER test campaign is
not possible. For that reason it was decided to use
one of PIAP special-purpose mobile robots as a
model of lunar rover. Four-wheel, teleoperated,
with maximum speed up to 2 m/s, equipped with
front, rear and pan-and-tilt cameras, PIAP Scout R
mobile robot is intended to be used for the fast reconnaissance of terrain and hard to reach places.
Extended with additional sensors and awareness
tools, data pre-processing unit and adequate communication interface it serves as lunar rover model
meeting RaCER project requirements.

2

FIELD TEST ROVER SYSTEM

Complete Field Test Rover System (FTRS) is
a complicated, interdisciplinary and multidimensional system, being a part of the RaCER Project.
It consists Field Test Rover (FTR) with mobile platform rover base and sensor suite, Rover
Control Unit (RCU), software and facilities that
enable communication, localization and maintenance.

2.1

Rover base

As the mobile platform one of PIAP’s mobile robots was selected, called PIAP Scout R [9].
Weight of Scout’s base is around 20 kg without
payloads and batteries. Scout’s drive consists of
two motors, driving rear wheels directly. This motion is transmitted to front wheels using external
belts (also functioning as tracks, visible on figure
1). Turning is achieved using skid steering, similar to the one described in [10].
Robot is also equipped with front stabilizers (that
are actuated). Those are used to extend rover
tracks when traversing obstacles, while keeping
them short for turning. Front stabilizers were not
used in FTR, and put into position that doesn’t interfere with sensors. Fully assembled FTR, with
sensor suite described in section 2.2, is shown in
fig. 1. Dimensions of the FTRS are 67 (length)
x 54 (width) cm. Total height (including main
camera) is around 75 cm. The FTR weight with
batteries and all mounted devices including radio,
sensors and main camera is around 35kg.

clouds [12]. It’s performance is highly dependent
on light conditions, during sunny day range is very
much limited (to being unusable), during night,
there points are all gray due to performance of visible spectrum camera in poor light. Sample data
from Kinect sensor is shown on figure 3.

Figure 1: Field Test Rover.

2.2

Sensor suite

The FTRS is equipped with sensors that providing
data for operator. As sensors, dedicated cameras
and 3D data collecting devices were used. Cameras are a part of original PIAP Scout R , whereas
3D data collecting devices are external, of the
shelf, devices. Position of all sensors and view
angles are shown in figure 2.
Main and front camera are used for normal driving. Rear is available when operator needs to reverse. Operator can move main camera and on
two axis to look around, but this movement is
speed controlled and is constrained by same latency as normal rover operation. Main camera is
mounted on top, and can look down, to see front
robot wheels. This is how it was used most of the
time - to make sure that obstacles are avoided. All
cameras have embedded lights for night operation,
but still view range during night is limited.

Figure 3: Sample data from time of flight sensor.
Another sensor was LiDAR, Velodyne PUCKTM
VLP-16[13]. This sensor provided most range,
and its work was stable, since it is independent
on lightning conditions. Sample data from used
LiDAR is shown on figure 4.

Figure 4: Sample data from lidar sensor.

Figure 2: Sensor placement and viewing angle.
From top: main camera (yelow), kinect (purple),
velodyne (blue), front camera and rear camera
are on both rover ends.
Second sensor was Kinect 2[11]. This is sensor
that has time of flight camera and visible spectrum camera and can provide dense coloured point

Additional sensors used were precise Global Navigation Satellite System (GNSS) receiver with
Real Time Kinematic (RTK) corrections and Inertial Measurement Unit. Those were used to provide operator with rover position and orientation
information and for later data analysis. In real
mission, no GNSS system would be used, but
other localisation methods would be employed to
achieve same effect [14].
All sensors are embedded into plastic boxes (see
fig 1, to give RTS some weather resistance.

2.3

Rover Control Unit

The rover is teleoperated from the remote control station by the operator, without an eye contact

with the platform and the test site. Only information gathered by the sensors are visible to the
operator. During the teleoperation selected configuration of bandwidth limits and latency values
are to be tested.
As a control device a gamepad was selected, basing on the simulator drivers’ feelings and their
time results achieved while steering different devices. Other tested devices were steering wheel,
joystick and keyboard. The gamepad was selected
by the majority of the drivers as the most comfortable device and at the same time most sensitive.
This can be both advantage and drawback especially when latency is high and feedback arrives
late, because operator is not able to react quickly
and give new commands. Therefore, one but major change was introduced to the gamepad. Previously all movement commands were located at
one stick and therefore the operator was not able
to control rover with expected precision. After the
tests two sticks have been used, where left is for
speed control and forward and backward movement, while the right one is for turning and therefore also for speed control. This improvement
made controlling the rover even easier and much
more precise.

Figure 6: Second RCU screen, with camera
streams, rover orientation, map and some miscellaneous information (like speed, battery level)

Figure 7: Operator operating robot in RCC using
RCU during tests.

Figure 5: First RCU screen, with 3D view of sensor data.
On RCU following information is displayed
(shown on figures 5 and 6): Stream from front
or rear camera, Stream from PTZ camera, Point
clouds, Map presenting FTS area with marked important information, Information about position,
inclination, heading and speed of the FTR.

2.4

Bandwidth and latency

Main goals for RaCER Project is to test possibility of teleoperation with different bandwidth and
latency parameters. For the Project three sets of
bandwidth and latency values have been determined. Those variables are to simulate different conditions for teleoperation. It was decided

that bandwidth cannot be higher than 10Mb/s
due to possible technical constraints. Bandwidth
limits to be tested were: 1Mb/s (low), 2.5Mb/s
(medium) and 10Mb/s (high). Latency values
were specified in order to simulate the delay for
transferring data in case of teleoperation carrying
out from the Earth (Ground Control station) or
from the Orbital Control station. Total value of latency is a result of summing two delays connected
with sending information and receiving feedback.
Data transfer latency:
• 0.0s - normal situation without communication latency,
• 0.5s - communication latency for Orbital
Control scenario (0.25s + 0.25s),
• 5.0s - communication latency for Ground
Control scenario (2.5s + 2.5s).
Bandwidth has to be between various kinds of
data that are being send using data link. Most

data budged is being consumed by sensors (lidar,
time of flight camera and regular cameras). For
video data H.264/MPEG-4 AVC lossy compression was used, together with Real-Time Transport
(RTP) protocol. This is robust solution and implemented algorithms allowed for constant bitrate
setting, in which stream of data keeps its size, and
reduces quality if required to fit into bandwidth
limit.
Unfortunately data collected by 3D sensors (both
time of flight camera and lidar) did not have
proper lossy compression that could be easily
adopted for our needs. Especially no easily available method of compression that assured bandwidth limit was found. Data was reduced in following manner: range reduction, field of view reduction, frame rate reduction, data points reduction (using voxel grid approach) [15, 16], looseless compression[17].
This did not assure constant bitrate, and data
stream seize relied heavily on scene and lightning
conditions. Compression parameters were set is
such a way that during tests stream fit limit, but
this is not efficient, as normally there is some free
space left.
Bandwidth was divided between sensors using
trial and error, first with simulator, later with actual rover. Main criteria was most usability while
still fitting the limit. Additional issue was that
there were multiple ways of reducing data size
(for example grid size can be increased or range
raduced). Those give similar results in data size,
but not in data usability.

3

TEST METHODOLOGY

To find the influence of parameters to be tested,
on the maximum safe speed of teleoperated rover,
tests should be executed in a repeatable and comparable way. The intuitive method is to execute
separate test drive on the same path, under each
combination of variable conditions - and then, to
compare the registered travel times. The general
idea was as follows:
• define the lunar South Pole environment,
• design the lunar analogue test site including
defined forms of topography, boulder distribution, geologic structure, etc.,
• prepare Field Test Site (FTS) according to
the design,

• mark out the general path through the different areas of FTS,
• perform the number of test drives on the
same path in different conditions (parameters
to be tested),
• register real traveled route and test duration,
• compare obtained results.
In such approach Operator, sitting in the Rover
Control Centre (RCC), has to operate the FTR,
following the path marked on the FTS map visible on the RCU screen. The map, and the path,
are general - they doesn’t include detailed information about boulders and small obstacles - so
Operator needs to make decisions on how to avoid
obstacles and which way should he go.
However, such approach with so many combinations of parameters to be tested, is influenced by
additional risks. These risks are the reason of additional limitations.

3.1

Limitations

While planning the test campaign, a number of
secondary aspects have to be considered. Especially, the duration of the campaign depends not
only on the theoretical needs and financial conditions - it is strictly related with individual capabilities of team members. Test campaign longer
than 3-weeks seems to be too exhaustive for most
of the people - their tiredness may introduce additional factors damaging the results. Also the
schedule of each test day shall comply the tiredness of team members. These factors, among others, introduce some practical limitations to the test
campaign planning.
Too long test campaign, with multiple tests on the
same path introduces additional risk: the final results would be influenced by the growing driving
experience of the operator and the learning of the
test site topography. It is not possible to estimate
the real factor of this influence – so the final results are with an error which cannot be eliminated.
However, this impact on the final results may be
reduced.
The influence of the first above-mentioned learning effect can be significantly reduced by engagement of the experienced operators, so the growth
of their experience will be small during the test
campaign. Also, to improve the quality of the results, an engagement of at least two operators has

been decided - so the final results may be averaged
and outlying results will be able to identify.
It was expected, that not only the abovementioned parameters and the individual experience of the Operator, but also his current state of
being (tiredness, nerves, health...) may have the
impact on the test results. Especially at the end
of the test day (especially at night tests) impact of
this factor may be strong. Thus, we introduced a
’Operator State of Being questionnaire’. Both at
the beginning and at the end of the test day, each
Operator filled in this form. These questionnaires
would be taken into account during the final analysis of the test results. Perhaps, they could explain why some results were significantly worse
than expected.

3.2

Test Scenarios

Taking into account HERACLES mission assumptions, two main, different test scenarios
may be distinguished: Rover controlled from the
Ground Station and Rover controlled from the
Gateway. In case of maximum speed determination, both scenarios differ in only one but important condition: the communication latency. It was
expected that this signal delay (0.5 s and 5.0 s)
will have a significant impact on the actual safe
speed of the rover. Preliminary tests showed that
with 5s signal latency, test drives last few times
longer. Thus, to effectively use test campaign time
frames, it was reasonable to divide the test campaign into two above-mentioned main scenarios.
Dividing whole number of tests onto two, partially different paths, allowed to reduce the effect
of learning the path.

3.3

Tests plan

The final tests plan included 24 test drives for
each operator: 6 daylight tests and 6 night tests on
the Short Loop (Ground Control Scenario) with
two different latencies (0 and 5s) and three different bandwidths, and 6 daylight tests and 6 night
tests on the Long Loop (Orbital Scenario) with 0
and 0.5s latencies and three different bandwidths.
Moreover, additional bunch of 12 night tests, with
the artificial source of light (simulating the very
low sun inclination, characteristic for the Lunar
day in the South Pole region), has been planned
for one Operator.

4

FIELD TEST SITE

Basing on the trade-offs and analysis, the basalt
quarry has been selected as the best place for

the Main Field Test Campaign performance. The
choice was based especially on the geological and
weather conditions analysis, however taking into
account also both the financial and the logistic
constraints.

4.1

Test Site preparations

The FTS of approximate dimensions 190m x
130m, has been prepared basing on previously
designed plan, on the storage area of the basalt
quarry. Terrain has been modified using heavy
loaders: the basis, slag heaps and the artificial
crater have been made of fine basalt grains (up to
2.5 mm in diameter). Moreover, the slope connecting two parts of the FTS of different levels,
has been built by heavy loaders. Then, about a
thousand of stones (5 - 40 cm) and several big
boulders have been placed on the planned rover
path, to make the area similar to the expected lunar South Pole environment. Finally, whole FTS
has been scanned using Lidar. Registered point
clouds were used to build FTS Map (see 10), on
which two paths have been marked: Long Loop
(for Orbital Control tests) and Short Loop (for
Ground Control tests).

Figure 8: FTR on test site.

Figure 9: Symbolic map of FTS area. FOP – First
Operator, SOP – Second Operator, TE – Test Engineer, TM – Test Manager, eSO – e-Stop Operator; RCC – Rover Control Centre, FTR – Field
Test Rover

• The influence of the bandwidth level on the
results is lower than influence of the signal
latency. Average speeds with highest bandwidth (10Mb/s) were about 20-40% higher
than in case of lower bandwidths (2.5 and 1
Mb/s), however difference in average speeds
between both lower bandwidth levels was
ambiguous and need deeper analysis.

6

Figure 10: FTS map, with planned routes (Long
Loop - yellow and Short Loop - red). Common
starting/finish line marked in blue

5

TESTS EXECUTION

The Test Campaign lasted 3 weeks (including FTS
preparations). During 10 test days and nights, 90
registered test drives have been executed by 3 Operators.

5.1

Preliminary tests results

This paper was written a few days after the
RaCER Test Campaign was finished, thus the final validation of data has not been done yet. Tests
were often interrupted, because FTR drive system
was digging in a loose, fine basalt grains. All such
situations have been registered with precise time
measurement, however all this data, as well as the
information about the real route traveled by FTR
in each particular tests (registered by GNSS system) need to be analyzed. Also the information
about the Operator state of being during each test,
registered using questionnaires, should be taken
into account especially in case of atypical results.
The very general and not final results are:
• The best average (two operators) speed on
the whole path was 0.45 m/s and was almost
equal for both Long and Short Loops. It was
gained with 0s and 0.5s latencies.
• Difference in average test time (and average
speed) between tests with 0s and 0.5s latency
was negligible.
• Average test speeds with 5s latency were 34 times smaller than with 0s latency in the
same conditions. In general, average speeds
with 5s latency were of the order of magnitude of 0.1 m/s.

CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE
WORKS

Test site was built in the basalt quarry specially
for the use in the project. In comparison to performing tests on the natural test sites, such as
on Tenerife, such approach has a number of advantages: availability of the needed material (regolith analogue of different size of grains, boulders, rocks); possibility of preparations and modifications of the terrain, according to the design
and project needs; availability of electrical power
on site; guarded area (no access for unauthorized
persons); good land transport connection;
Lack of fixed bandwidth compression algorithms
for 3D sensors data meant, that we were under
utilizing available bandwidth to stay within limit.
This certainly should be improved, because size
of data stream depends on lighting condition and
scenes observed. With same bandwidth we could
have send more data at certain conditions.
Operators had different approaches to driving
FTR. For example one used PTZ camera movement often (on low latencies) to look around and
orient itself. Other operator preferred to turn rover
instead. Other differences were found in driving with a high latency: one operator preferred
to touch joystick a few times and to wait for results, other was driving forward constantly, only
adjusting the direction.
In general, operators stated that they don’t like operating on low sensor settings and high latencies,
which was expected. For operator there is difference between no delay and 0.5s delay, even when
achieved speed was similar. Also it is more difficult to drive at night - operators admitted that it
is harder to know where they are. Also at night,
operators really started to use LiDAR for general
orientation in terrain, because camera range was
limited.
During nights, even without rain, colour of ground
was changing due to humidity. Also dust and mist
in air was clearly visible in cameras during night.

Deep and detailed analysis of registered test data
will roughly answer on how fast teleoperated
rover is able to move in the lunar environment and to update current HERACLES mission timelines. However, to get more reliable data, future
tests shall be conducted with the model of final
SME, with use of the target sensors.
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